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Abstract. In this paper, the effects of spatial grain size on landscape pattern of Qingpu district are 
discussed under two levels of class and landscape. To reveal the effects of grain size on landscape pattern, a 
series of rastergraphs with different grid cells are constructed based on majority rules using data of TM 
satellite remote sensing and GIS skills. Software Grid module of Arc/Info Fragstats3.3 was used as the 
landscape pattern analysis tool. The conclusions are drawn as follows：(1) There are obvious effects to 
respond to different grain sizes in class-level and landscape-level. Among the 7 landscape types, roadland 
and inhabitantland change significantly with different grain sizes ;the indices of LSI, CLUMPY, NP are 
sensitive to grain size contrary to SIDI, SIEI, PAFRAC. Generally, dominant types of landscape were 
strengthened with increasing grain size; The regular landscape isn’t sensitive to changes with increasing grain 
size. (2)The curves of indices have scale inflexion and most of them appear at 40m, 60m, 80m and 120m. 
The appropriate grain size should be chosen in the first scale domain, the range of appropriate grain for 
landscape indices of Qingpu district was 30m to 40m. (3) The trend of FRAC_MN and PAFRAC is adverse 
as the increase of grain size. This shows the limitation of the use of indices to quantify the landscape pattern 
at a certain degree. 
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1. Introduction  
Landscape is a macroscopic system formed by physiognomy process and various disturbances[1]. It has 
specific construction, function and development. It is defined as an interactive mosaic or a district with 
highly spatial heterogeneity which has repeated forms formed by ecological process[2]. 

Landscape pattern, which represents of landscape heterogeneity, is the core of landscape ecology[3]. 
Meanwhile, it is the result of the utilization of multi-scales in various ecology process including disturbances. 
Landscape pattern has scale dependency, and it alters conspicuously as scale changes[4]. How to establish an 
appropriate observational scale and the effects of grain size are important for landscape ecology. Scale 
mainly refers to grain and extent in spatial and temporal dimension. For spatial data or images, spatial grain 
size corresponds to maximum resolution ratio or pixel size[5]. 

Shanghai is the economic centre of the Changjiang River delta. XU[6-7] studied the land-use pattern of 
Shanghai city from the aspect of landscape ecology and effects of scale on landscape pattern. However, in 
recent years, the land-use pattern of Shanghai city is relatively stable while urbanization process begins at 
suburb. Qingpu District, the west of Shanghai’s main axis, locates at the core zone of Changjiang River delta. 
It is an important water protective dependency of Shanghai. Recent years, Qingdu District develops fast. The 
images of TM satellite remote sensing are used as data source in this paper. The research investigates the 
effects of grain size on landscape pattern characteristics by using the method of landscape pattern indices 
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under class level and landscape level, and it also provides the way to select an appropriate grain size to 
calculate landscape indices. 

2. The general situation of study area 
Qingpu district, latitude 30°59’ ～31°16’degrees north and longitude 120°53’～  121°17’degrees east,  
locates in the west suburb of Shanghai and the backward position of Tai River, the upstream of Huangpu 
River. It is an important water protective dependency of Shanghai. Qingpu town is the centre of Qingpu 
District. Qingpu district has a lot of water areas in its west and east, which is one of the most important water 
channels of Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang Province. The study area covers all of the administrations 
popedom of Qingpu District, and the total area is 66,969km2. 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. The sources of data 
The data in this paper is based on the images of TM satellite remote sensing, 2004. 

3.2. The classification of landscape pattern  
Qingpu District is urbanized rapidly. And it mainly consists of artificial landscapes. The landscape pattern of 
Qingpu District is influenced mostly by economy and culture and acts as economic, cultural function, yet the 
ecological function of it is weakened[8-9]. According to the temporal standards of the land cover styles of 
China, combined with 6 overseas standards, the paper divided landscape patterns of Qingpu District into 7 
types as follows: (1)Agricultural landscape: infield(including glebe and paddy field),vegetable plot garden, 
economic woodland,etc. (2)Industrial landscape: all kinds of industrial and mining establishments, 
warehouses, etc. (3)Commercial and cultural landscape: including the establishments which people use to 
offer the services of commerce,politics,culture and education. (4)Roadland: railroad and all kinds of roads. (5) 
Waterland. (6)Inhabitantland: town, residential community and residential area, etc. (7) Green land 
landscape: including public green area, park, shelter belt, and shelter green land, etc. 

3.3. The conversion of grain size 
Under the grid model of Arc/info software, grid cells make grain size change. Taking the resolution ratio of 
TM5 satellite remote sensing into account, we select 20m as the minimum scale. The range of transformed 
scale is from 20m to 200m, and the step is 20m. 

3.4. The calculation of landscape indices  
The landscape indices are calculated with the software grid module of Arc/info. Fragstars 3.3. In Fragstats3.3, 
3 types of landscape indices are involved: patch level, class level and landscape level. we analyze the 
landscape indices of class level and landscape level in this paper. In class level, we select 5 types of indices, 
they are: PLAND, Landscape Shape Index (LSI), FRAC_MN, CLUMPY, COHESION and discuss the effect 
of grain size from the aspect of area, figure, distribution and connectedness. In landscape level, we select 9 
types of indices, they are（NP）, Landscape Shape Index（LSI）,(SHAPE-MN),(PAFRAC) (COHESION), 
contagion index(CONTAG),Simpson’s diversity Index(SIDI) and Simpson’s Evenness Index(SIEI), and 
discuss the effect of grain size on class level from the aspect of density, figure, distribution and diversity. 

4. Results and Analysis  

4.1. The effects of grain size on landscape level 
The effects of grain size on landscape level are illustrated in figure 1.  

The result indicates that in the scale of 20m to 200m, there are clear effects of grain size. The primary 
results are drawn as follows: 

(1)PLAND The area of each landscape in proportion to the whole landscape is denoted as PLAND. As 
the scale vary from 20m to 200m, the area of agricultural and waterland increase a little, from 47.8361%, 
18.9906% to 50.6840%, 20.4054% respectively. Meanwhile, these two types are the dominant types of 
landscape. The area of residential, road,  green land landscape decrease a little, from 12.8344%、3.2391%、
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6.6875% to 11.5413%、2.3160%、4.6991% respectively. And there are not conspicuous changes with the 
area of industrial and commercial landscape. 

(2) Landscape shape index（LSI）We judge the complexity of the patch through the extent of departure 
of some regular shapes such as square. The curves of LSI of various types of landscape pattern at different 
grains are similar and they show a clear downward trend. Compared with other landscape patterns, the 
indices of industrial, commercial and agriculture landscape are smaller, and the curves decline gently. This 
illustrates that the patches of industrial, commercial and agriculture landscape are regular and they are less 
sensitive to the changes with grain size. 
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Fig.1  Response curves of class-level indices to changing grain size 

(3)FRAC_MN FRAC_MN is calculated with perimeter and area. The curves of FRAC-MN of landscape 
types at different grains are similar. The changing trend goes down as grain increases. There is scale 
inflexion at the scale of 60m or 80m.The trend of the curve of FRAC-MN decline sharply in the range of 
20m to 60m(80m),compared with the trend of 60m(80m).The curve of the index of agriculture landscape 
fluctuate a little at 120m and. The changing extents of FRAM-MN of industrial and commercial landscape 
are smaller, in accordance with the changes of LSI as grain size alters.  
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(4) CLUMPY CLUMPY is the index which reflects the aggregative and decentralized state of patches. 
The index changes between -1 to 1. CLUMPY decreases as grain size increases and the extent turns smaller. 
Waterland has a conspicuous inflexion at 40m; while CLUMPY of other types of landscape have not. 

The CLUMPY of industrial landscape is higher than CLUNPY of other types of landscape pattern, and 
the index goes down slowly as grain size increases and it is less sensitive to grain size. The CLUMPY of 
inhabitantland is lower and it is more sensitive to grain size because of the decentral resident zone of the 
study area distributing along the river.  

 (5)We use COHESION to illustrate the connectedness of patches. The indices of Load and 
inhabitantland are greatly affected by grain size and have a large trend of decrease. The CHOSION of 
different kinds of landscape continue to decrease as grain size increases. The indices of Load and 
inhabitantland are greatly affected by grain size and have a large trend of decrease. The indices of 
agricultural, water and green landscape are gradually changed, the descend range of which is relatively low, 
also, waterland and greenland landscape trend to descend in a small mount of fluctuation. The indices of 
industrial, commercial and cultural landscape decrease slowly and have a small increase at the scale of 180m 
to 200m. 

The analyses of the grain size with 5 indices indicate that: most of the indices decrease as scale increases, 
and the rate of decrease descends slowly. Some curves of the landscape pattern have turning points at 60m, 
especially FRAC-MN.  

In order to quantitative analysis the differences of respond between different types of landscape pattern, 
we calculate coefficient of variation of the indices with the changes of grain size as table 1.  

Table1  Coefficients of variability of class-level indices corresponding to grain size 

Landscape  PLAND LSI FRAC_MN CLUMPY COHESION   平均

Agriculture 0.0186 0.1727 0.0214 0.3087 0.0528 0.1148 

Industrial 0.0067 0.2243 0.0204 0.1443 0.0990 0.0989 

Culture 0.0085 0.2507 0.0202 0.2532 0.1263 0.1318 

Road 0.1030 0.5060 0.0227 0.3655 0.1590 0.2312 

Water 0.0232 0.5015 0.0261 0.2275 0.0799 0.1716 

Live 0.0308 0.3613 0.0199 0.5185 0.1771 0.2215 

Greenland 0.1000 0.4534 0.0126 0.2889 0.0717 0.1853 

Average 0.0415 0.3529 0.0205 0.3009 0.1094 0.1650 
 

The coefficient of variation of CLUMPY of inhabitantland, LSI of waterland, and LSI of load landscape 
are large. The averages of coefficient of variation of load, inhabitantland are large contrary to that of 
commercial cultural landscape, agricultural and industrial landscape. LSI and CLUMPY are bigger 
compared to FRAC_MN and PLAND. 

The respondences of all landscape indices to the changes with grain size on landscape level are 
correspondence with the situation of study area. Qingpu district develops fast and it consists mainly of 
artificial landscape. The patches of commercial and cultured landscape, agriculture and industrial landscape 
are relatively regular and big while the indices of them are less sensitive to the changes with grain size. The 
small patches of inhabitantland are long because of the existence of many residential areas distributing along 
the river. The patches of water and roadland are long. However, during the changes with grain size, the small 
patches are aggregated and the long patches are prone to change shape as a result of the corrade of other 
dominant patches. So, residential, road and waterland is sensitive to grain size. 

4.2. The effects of grain size on class level 
These indices are divided into four types: stable( slowly decreasing), monotone decreasing(no conspicuous 
scale inflexion), decreasing (including conspicuous scale inflexion ),increasing(including conspicuous scale 
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inflexion ). 
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Fig.2 Response curves of landscape-level indices to changing grain size 

The effects of grain size on landscape level are illustrated in figure 3. SIDI and SIEI show the first trend 
and they are affected by the area proportion of different types of landscape patterns and the amount of it in 
the study area. The research indicates that the adjacent grid cells become to aggregate as the increase of grain 
and indices of multiplicity and evenness maintain stable, having a trend of decrease in a small extent, which 
is correspondence to the low sensitivity of PLAND to grain. In the range of 20m to 40m, indices of 
multiplicity and evenness have slight trend of increase. The trend goes down slowly when grain reaches at 
60m for the reason that there are no conspicuous changes with the patch spatial configuration formed by the 
aggregation of grid cells. When grain size reaches at a certain level, indices of multiplicity and evenness 
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have trend of decrease because of the increase of dominant landscape. Because of the reason that there is a 
strong correspondence of indices of multiplicity and evenness, the changing trend of them are quiet similar. 

LSI and SHPAE_MN show the second trend and both of them are used to judge the complexity of the 
patch through the extent of departure of some regular shapes such as square. The indices of LSI decrease and 
the extent of it is smaller and smaller as scale increase. There is no clear scale inflexion of it. SHAPE_MN 
descend exponentially with unclear scale inflexion at 40m, decreasing a lot at the range of 20m to 40m while 
the extent of its decrease becomes smaller at the range of 40m to 200m. 

The indices of NP, FRAC_AM, COHESION, CONTAG show the third trend. NP have clear scale 
inflexion at 40m and maintain stable at the range of 20m to 40m.The more the grain, the less NP after 40m. 
This is because there is a balance between the disappearance of small patches with the aggregation of grid 
cells and the patches newly formed. With the increase of grain, the area of patch turns bigger and the number 
of it decrease. FRAC-AM, COHESION, and CONTAG fluctuate during the process of decrease and have 
conspicuous scale inflexion. The scale inflexions are 40m, 60m, 120m and 140m. 

PAFRAC shows the fourth trend and increases as grain change, contrary to the effect of grain size of 
RFAC_MN. And it have clear scale inflexion at 40m, 80m, 120m. This indicates that the effects of grain size 
may be adverse of the same ecology illustrated by different indices. This shows the limitation of the use of 
indices to quantify the landscape pattern at a certain degree. 

In order to quantify the difference between the respond of landscape pattern to grain sizes, we calculate 
the coefficient of variation of the indices. As is show in the figure, the maximum coefficient of variation is 
NP, next is LSI and SHPAE_MN, 0.3922 and 0.1441 respectively. Value of coefficient of variation of SIDI 
and SIEI is small and it is less sensitive to grain sizes. 

Table.2   Coefficients of variability of landscape-level indices corresponding to spatial grain size 

Index NP LSI SHAPE_MN FRAC_AM PAFRAC SIEI SIDI CONTAG COHESION Average 

CV 0.6256 0.3922 0.1441 0.0173 0.0194 0.0026 0.0026 0.1362 0.1256 0.1628 

5. Conclusions 

(1)The analyses of two scale level show scale dependency of landscape pattern. In class level, LSI and 
CLUMPY is sensitive to grain sizes compared to PLAND and FRAM_MN. In landscape level, NP and LSI 
is sensitive to grain sizes compared to SIDI and SIRI. We can also find that the relevant indices of class level 
and landscape level have similar changing trend. 

(2) LSI and FEAC_MN are the indices to show the complexity of the shape of the landscape.  However 
they have different in the aspect of the sensitivity to grain size. This is because of the different method used 
to calculate the indices and the details of the landscape pattern of the district. The changing trend of 
PAFRAC is contrary to that of FRAC_MN, and this shows the limitation of the use of landscape indices.  

(3)Most of the indices used in this paper show landscape inflexion as grain changes. The inflexion 
appears at 40, 60, 80 and 120m. The first scale district appears at 20m to 40m, or 20m to 60m.The 
appearance of scale inflexion shows that the characteristics of landscape change a lot in a relatively small 
interval. 

When analyzing the indices of the same study area, the difference of the grain size will greatly affected 
the results. If the grain size is too small, it will be difficult to analyze the spatial distribution of landscape 
while if the grain size is too big, it will obscure the heterogeneity of landscape. In this paper, the appropriate 
range of grain size is 30 to 40m.  

(4) The more the grain size is, the bigger the area of dominant landscape; the indices of landscape pattern 
with regular patch shape is insensitive to the changes with grain size.  
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